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Braun Cruzer 6 Face 3-in-1 WD Shaver

Male shaver

Rating: Not Rated Yet
Price
USD120.66
USD120.66

Ask a question about this product
ManufacturerBraun
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Clean shave
Full size shaver for efficient clean-shaving
cruZer6 face was designed to give you an extra smooth clean shave in fewer strokes. The extra wide shaver head allows you to conveniently shave larger areas while the advanced SmartFoil
technology efficiently captures hair growing in different directions. To round off your perfect clean shave, the integrated touch-sensitive system smoothly adapts to the pressure you apply, giving
you clean and smooth skin without any hassle.

Trim
Adjustable comb for trimming hair to four different lengths
The cruZer6 face’s trimming functionality lets you cut your hair to the desired length in a matter of minutes. The detachable trimming comb offers you four length settings from short to full beard
(1.2mm, 2.8mm, 4.4mm, 6mm), making it remarkably easy to trim and maintain your individual beard length. The shaver's precise click-and-lock system ensures easy changing and locking of
your length setting at the touch of a finger without having to remove or change the comb. In addition, the provided three-day beard comb is the perfect solution for keeping your designer stubble
in check.

Style
Twistable trimmer to style precise contours
The styling functionality of the cruZer6 face is a great way to fine-tune your facial style. The special twistable trimmer with two sides makes it easy to work on the details of your facial look. The
trimmer’s narrow side precisely defines lines and edges and shapes tight curves in all the right places, while the trimmer’s wide side (28mm) evenly cuts and trims larger areas. Use the
shaver's extra small precision comb on top of the narrow trimmer to trim smaller areas like sideburns or mustache.
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Additional Features
• Rechargeable, cordless only
• 1 hour charge for 30 minutes of shaving
• Quick-shave feature: 5min of charging = 1 shave
• Charging LED indicator
• Automatic worldwide voltage 110-240V

Wet & dry - even under the shower
No matter if you want to use the cruZer6 face in a dry or wet environment, this versatile shaver offers you the best of both worlds. Because of its completely sealed body, you can even use it
under the shower, avoiding any messy hair on the ground. What's more, it is completely washable so you can easily rinse it under running water without worries.

Reviews
There are yet no reviews for this product.
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